Biological activity of retinoids correlates with affinity for nuclear receptors but not for cytosolic binding protein.
In order to better understand the respective roles of the nuclear retinoic acid receptors (RARs) and the cytosolic retinoic acid binding protein (CRABP) in the mode of action of retinoic acid (RA), several types of RA analogs have been synthesized. Representative compounds have been radiolabeled to a high specific activity and their binding (direct and competition) to RARs and CRABP was determined. Their biological activity on F9 embryonal carcinoma cell differentiation has been determined by a quantitative assay of plasminogen activator (PA). All biologically active analogs studied in this work bound to RARs. A good correlation was found between PA induction and affinity for the RARs, with the exception of RA itself which was a good ligand but a moderate inducer of F9 differentiation. Two biologically active analogs (compounds II and III) did not bind to the CRABP. One biologically inactive analog (compound VIII) bound to CRABP. These results strongly suggest that retinoids must bind to RARs but not necessarily to CRABP in order to induce cell differentiation in F9 cells.